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New Grills Released for 2010 Summer Season: The Weber Grill Leads the Pack in Innovation

Although Summer is technically not until June 21st, 2010, grills are now starting to get rolled out for the
upcoming season. The new website Weber Natural Gas Grill covers Weber grill models that have been
released for Summer 2010.

March 16, 2010 - PRLog -- March 16, 2010, Ontario, Canada – Although Summer 2010 is still more than
three months away, preparations are now being made for grilling plans. Popular grill companies like Weber
are now rolling out their models for 2010. Every year it seems that grills improve greatly in functionality
and ease of use. Those looking for insights into the best grills of 2010 and grilling in general can turn to the
website Weber Natural Gas Grill. Weber Natural Gas Grill offers a wide variety of information about
grilling, Weber grill reviews as well as useful tips for cooking and cleaning grills.

Weber has been through many incarnations since the company was founded in 1893. In fact, the first
backyard griller was introduced in 1953 and looked extremely primitive and dome shaped.  It was unique in
that it had a lid and it was called the “original kettle.” Today, of course, there are a variety of different
outdoor grills available. Weber continues its impressive level of innovation and offers some of the most
popular grill options. 

Weber offers a variety of models including the Weber Summit grill, Weber Genesis grill, and Weber Spirit
grill. The Weber Genesis Grill E310 is a newer grill model specially designed for 2010.  The grill has a
variety of advantages for families including three burners with separate controls, stainless steel doors to
hold the propane tank, and an electronic crossover ignition system. It is also a bit different in that it has
porcelain-cooking grates instead of ones that are stainless steel. Other models of the Weber natural gas grill
include the Weber Spirit and Summit. 

Although many people keep their outdoor grills in their backyard, when September ends, most people put
their grills in storage.  Often grills can be damaged if they are exposed to the elements all winter long. At
the end of the season, it is recommended to clean your grill and scrub the grates as well. With a natural gas
grill, it is also suggested that you clean burners and remove any potential blockages in gas jets. Propane
bottles must also be stored carefully. If you have a high-end grill like the Weber Summit grill, for example,
you will rarely need to replace parts or clean the grill.  However, with lower quality grills, you may need to
polish up the appearance with a paint job and replace the accessories before the grilling season. 

If you do not have a grill that you are removing from storage from last year, Weber is also offering a new
charcoal grill model this year called the One-Touch Platinum. Weber grill is also selling some new
accessories for 2010 including Weber Flavorizer bars and stainless burner tubes. Weber has a wide array of
grills for every type of grilling need. Visit http://www.webernaturalgasgrill.com for more information and
updates about the Weber grill.

About Weber Natural Gas Grill:

Weber Natural Gas Grill is a website that seeks to assist customers to find the best grills for their outdoor
grilling needs. The website provides a variety of tips including accessories, cleaning tips and cooking times
for the Weber grill. Information can be found on grills including the Weber Spirit Grill, Weber Genesis
Grill and Weber Summit Grill. More information can be found at www.webernaturalgasgrill.com.
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